We introduce an approach to identify elliptic transport barriers in three-dimensional, time-aperiodic flows. Obtained as Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCSs), the barriers are tubular non-filamenting surfaces that form and bound coherent material vortices. This extends a previous theory of elliptic LCSs as uniformly stretching material surfaces from two-dimensional to three-dimensional flows. Specifically, we obtain explicit expressions for the normals of pointwise (near-) uniformly stretching material surfaces over a finite time interval. We use this approach to visualize elliptic LCSs in steady and time-aperiodic ABC-type flows. V C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transport barriers provide a simplified picture of complex time-aperiodic flows as surfaces underlying the formation of tracer patterns. 16 Application areas include fluid dynamics, 6 geophysical flows, 23, 25 and chemical reactions. 21, 24 An indirect approach to locating transport barriers is to partition the flow into coherent sets. 11 Obtained from a probabilistic transfer operator, coherent sets exhibit minimal leakage among each other. In contrast to the methods that we outline in the following, set-based approaches 3, 11, 14 identify patches and volumes formed by coherent sets of trajectories.
Another, direct approach to transport barriers targets evolving material surfaces with distinguished dynamical behavior. These LCSs (see Ref. 16 for a review) can be located as explicitly parametrized curves or surfaces using recent variational methods. 2, 7, 15, 17 Three types of LCSs have been introduced in these works: Parabolic LCSs for identifying jet-type structures, 7 hyperbolic LCSs as generalized normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds, 15 and elliptic LCSs capturing coherent Lagrangian vortices. 17 The latter can be envisioned as sharp material tubes that guide coherent motion of matter over a prolonged interval of time, as often observed, e.g., in tornadoes, steam rings, or ocean eddies. In an idealized setting, similar objects exist in steady, incompressible Euler flows, 1, 4 in the form of invariant tori or cylinders.
All of the aforementioned variational LCS approaches 7, 15, 17 provide parametrizations of LCS surfaces. These parametrized surfaces are obtained by solving differential equations, as opposed to merely thresholding scalar fields. Moreover, the variational principles underlying the methods in Refs. 7 and 17 explicitly define the global deformation properties of the surfaces they highlight.
Methods for hyperbolic and elliptic LCSs have recently been extended to three-dimensional flows. 2 These local variational techniques render LCSs as surfaces orthogonal to directions of maximal normal repulsion (hyperbolic LCSs) and maximal tangential shear (elliptic LCSs).
Strictly shear-maximizing elliptic LCSs, 2 however, tend to be difficult to locate in real-life data sets, such as the Southern Ocean State Estimate. 22 This is due to the idealized nature of these LCSs, requiring pointwise maximal tangential shear at all points of the surface. This strict maximality requirement may not yield tubular surfaces in complex and noisy data sets.
Here, we propose a complementary approach to elliptic LCSs in three-dimensional flows. Our method is an extension of the most recent global variational theory of elliptic LCSs in two-dimensional flows, 17 which has already been applied to various numerical velocity fields. 13, 17, 19, 31 The proposed approach replaces the requirement of pointwise maximal tangential shear for elliptic LCSs 2 with the requirement of near-uniform stretching along the LCSs. This allows for small variations in the uniformity of the stretching, thereby yielding numerically more robust elliptic LCS surfaces.
After introducing the mathematical setting, we review the theory of elliptic LCSs in two-dimensional flows from Ref. 17 . This approach identifies vortex boundaries as closed material curves that, over a finite time interval, uniformly stretch by a factor k near unity. By directly extending this variational principle to three dimensions, we find that the generalization of closed and uniformly k-stretching curves to k-stretching tubular surfaces is not straightforward. Our considerations, however, suggest seeking pointwise nearuniformly stretching surfaces. In contrast to the maximalshear method for elliptic LCSs in three dimensions, 2 seeking near-uniformly stretching surfaces yields a parametric family of admissible normal fields for the LCSs. It turns out that, at each point, all near-uniformly stretching surfaces necessarily contain the intermediate eigenvector of the right CauchyGreen strain tensor. This observation simplifies the construction of elliptic LCSs as tubular near-uniformly stretching surfaces. We finally apply this approach to steady and timeaperiodic ABC-type flows.
II. SETUP AND NOTATION
We consider non-autonomous ordinary differential equations of the form _ x ¼ uðx; sÞ; x 2 U; s 2 ½t 0 ; t; 2 We proceed by defining the Cauchy-Green strain tensor field
with DF t t0 ðx 0 Þ denoting the Jacobian matrix of F t t0 expressed in the standard Euclidean basis, and the T-superscript referring to transposition (see Ref. 20 for the formulation on Riemannian manifolds). At each x 0 , C t t 0 ðx 0 Þ is a symmetric and positive definite matrix. In two dimensions, C t t0 ðx 0 Þ has two positive eigenvalues
Unless the two eigenvalues are equal, the associated unit eigenvectors n 1,2 (x 0 ) form a well-defined, orthonormal basis. In three dimensions, C t t 0 ðx 0 Þ has three positive eigenvalues k 1,2,3 (x 0 ), which we order as
For incompressible flows, the product of the eigenvalues is unity, i.e., k 1 ðx 0 Þ Á k 2 ðx 0 Þ Á k 3 ðx 0 Þ ¼ 1. Except at points x 0 2 U where the eigenvalues of C t t 0 ðx 0 Þ are repeated, i.e.,
, the unit eigenvectors n 1 (x 0 ), n 2 (x 0 ), and n 3 (x 0 ) again form an orthonormal basis. Pointwise, we orient them so that n 3 ðx 0 Þ ¼ n 1 ðx 0 Þ Â n 2 ðx 0 Þ.
III. REVIEW OF ELLIPTIC LAGRANGIAN COHERENT STRUCTURES IN TWO DIMENSIONS
Following the two-dimensional approach introduced in Ref. 17 , consider a closed material curve of initial particle positions c(t 0 ). Over the finite time interval [t 0 , t], the averaged relative tangential stretching of c(t 0 ) is given by the strain functional
where x 0 (s) is a parameterization of cðt 0 Þ; x 0 0 ðsÞ ¼ dx 0 =ds is the (non-unit) tangent vector to c(t 0 ), and h:; :i denotes the Euclidean inner product.
Stationary curves of the functional Q defined in (3) do not, by definition, exhibit leading-order variation in the averaged tangential strain. They are, therefore, non-filamenting curves that can be used to define elliptic Lagrangian Coherent Structures. 17 Mathematically, these elliptic LCSs solve the classic Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the Lagrangian
The Lagrangian qðx 0 ; x 0 0 Þ has no explicit dependence on the curve parameter s and hence, by Noether's theorem, 12 produces a first integral I for the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the variational problem dQ(c,.) ¼ 0. Evaluated on stationary curves of Q, the first integral is of the form
Denoting the constant in (4) by k, we obtain that q ¼ k, which we rewrite as
Expressing (5) in the eigenbasis of C t t 0 ðx 0 Þ, one finds that closed stationary curves of Q are closed integral curves of the vector fields
As these curves satisfy (5) at each point, they are guaranteed to stretch uniformly by a factor of k. For such a curve, denoted by c(t 0 ), the stretching factor k is a positive number between max x 0 2c ðt 0 Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
In the particular case of k ¼ 1, these stationary curves of Q experience no stretching between the times t 0 and t. We refer to this case of perfect coherence as neutral stretching.
IV. UNIFORMLY AND NEAR-UNIFORMLY STRETCHING MATERIAL SURFACES IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS
A. Uniform stretching in three-dimensional flow
As outlined above, in two dimensions, elliptic LCSs are non-filamenting, closed material curves that are infinitesimally k-stretching. A straightforward generalization to three dimensions is to seek two-dimensional tubular surfaces that are uniformly stretching by a factor of k along all directions in each of their tangent spaces. We now explore this idea in detail.
Definition 1. A smooth material surface MðsÞ is pointwise uniformly stretching if, under advection from time t 0 to t, all vectors in each tangent space T x0 Mðt 0 Þ stretch uniformly by the same factor kðx 0 Þ 2 ½ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
We illustrate the basic idea of Definition 1 in Figure 1 . The definition translates to the explicit requirement that ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi hv; C t t 0
Theorem 1. In three-dimensional flow, as given by (1) has distinct eigenvalues, we examine the condition for pointwise uniform stretching (7) by considering an arbitrary tangent vector v 2 T x 0 Mðt 0 Þ. Dropping the position argument for brevity, we use the eigenbasis n 1,2,3 to write v ¼ an 1 þ bn 2 þ cn 3 . By orthonormality of the n 1,2,3 , (7) then becomes a
As shown in Table I , condition (8) only provides full linear spaces of solutions for k ¼ ffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 p (case 3). Here, the solution set of (8) consists of two planes (cf. Fig. 2(b) ). For a generic choice of k, on the other hand, the solution set of (8) is a double cone (cases 2 and 4 in Table I ). In the remaining two cases of k ¼ ffiffiffiffi ffi
, the solution set of (8) is a line (cases 1 and 5 in Table I ). The tangent plane T x 0 Mðt 0 Þ, therefore, has to coincide with one of the two planes obtained for k ¼ ffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 p (case 3). (For points where C t t 0 has repeated eigenvalues, see Appendix B.) ٗ Remark 1. As opposed to the neutral stretching k ¼ 1 in two dimensions, the three-dimensional analogue of neutral stretching is kðx 0 Þ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 ðx 0 Þ p , representing the only case that allows for the construction of a pointwise uniformly stretching surface MðsÞ. Viewed globally, however, these surfaces cannot be expected to stretch uniformly, since their pointwise stretching factor ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 ðx 0 Þ p generally varies in space. The uniformity in stretching refers to their tangent spaces only and should therefore be viewed as a local property.
Remark 2. In order to construct a globally uniformly stretching surface, by Theorem 1, we would need to find a 
Case
Values of k Geometry of solution set of (8)
pointwise k(x 0 )-stretching surface whose intersection with a particular level set of k 2 (x 0 ) is still a two-dimensional surface. There is generally no reason for this to hold, so we will always consider material surfaces MðsÞ that are pointwise uniformly stretching with a spatially dependent factor
In the following, for brevity, we therefore sometimes omit the "pointwise" attribute.) Such surfaces are of intrinsic interest, as pointwise uniform stretching imposes observable coherence in the deformation of tracer blobs.
Remark 3. As we show in Appendix D, for a pointwise uniformly stretching surface Mðt 0 Þ, all vectors within each tangent space T x 0 Mðt 0 Þ keep their originally enclosed angle when mapped from time t 0 to time t. They are stretched equally by ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 ðx 0 Þ p , but are otherwise rotated by the same angle. This means that there is no net material shear within the tangent space of the surface Mðt 0 Þ as it evolves into Mðt).
Remark 4. At any point x 0 of a pointwise uniformly stretching surface Mðt 0 Þ where C t t 0 ðx 0 Þ has distinct eigenvalues, we find that the surface Mðt 0 Þ must be normal to one of the two unit vectors
(cf. Appendix A). The vectors n 6 (x 0 ) are precisely the unit normals to the two planes obtained from (8) for the case
B. Pointwise near-uniformly stretching surfaces
Based on the considerations above, we seek elliptic LCSs as tubular material surfaces built out of material curves cðt 0 Þ & R 3 that are stationary curves of the functional
Here, the integrand measures how c(t 0 ) stretches under the normalized Cauchy-Green tensor
This normalization represents a slight modification of the functional introduced earlier in (3), accounting for the fact that the analogue of neutral stretching in three dimensions is given by k ¼ ffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 p (see Remark 1) . By Noether's theorem, 12 the integrand in (10) is conserved along stationary curves x 0 (s) of S. Therefore, on these stationary curves, we have ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
with the value of the conserved integrand in (10) being equal to the constant value
Comparing (11) to (7), we see that stationary curves of S stretch non-uniformly by k(x 0 ). The constant parameter d measures the deviation of stretching from the value of neutral stretching ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 ðx 0 Þ p . For a given flow under consideration, one cannot expect that there exists a tubular surface that is precisely pointwise uniformly stretching everywhere (d ¼ 0). Moreover, even if such a surface existed, unavoidable numerical inaccuracies and sensitivities would render it indetectable. We therefore extend our considerations to surfaces built out of curves that stretch by a factor close to ffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 p ðjdj ( 1Þ. In general, away from points where C t t0 ðx 0 Þ has repeated eigenvalues, k-values satisfying
yield elliptic cones of uniform stretching directions, and therefore do not define possible tangent spaces for a k-stretching surface (cf. Theorem 1). For jdj ( 1, however, these cones become elongated along the n 2 -axis, and hence large subsets of them are C 1 -close to pairs of planes with respective unit normals 6n 6 d ðx 0 Þ, where
FIG. 2. Directions of k-stretching for cases 2, 3, and 4 in Table I . (a) Case 2: k-stretching directions forming a double cone for k 2 ð ffiffiffiffi ffi
033114-4 Oettinger, Blazevski, and Haller Chaos 26, 033114 (2016) Unless needed, we omit the overall sign for the orientation of the normal direction n 6 d in the following. Expression (12) is well-defined for all points x 0 where the Cauchy-Green strain tensor has distinct eigenvalues and d 2 À1 þ
. We illustrate the situation in Fig. 3 and give further details in Appendix C. We point out that by setting d ¼ 0 in (12), we recover the pair of planes forming the solution set of (5) 
ٗ We now use the unit normals n 6 d ðx 0 Þ (which are optimal in the sense of Proposition 1) to define the most uniformly stretching surfaces possible, along which the stretching of tangent vectors varies by no more than a specified percentage around ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi k 2 ðx 0 Þ p . To this end, we introduce a relative stretch-
Restricting ourselves to small D and allowing d to generally vary along the surface, we introduce the following definition: Definition 2. A smooth material surface M D ðsÞ is pointwise nearly uniformly stretching with stretching variation D,
In the present study, we seek elliptic Lagrangian Coherent Structures as pointwise nearuniformly stretching surfaces (cf. Definition 2). We note that the shear-maximizing material surfaces, used in a previous approach to elliptic LCSs in three dimensions 2 (cf. Sec. I), can also be obtained from normalsñ 6 of the general form n 6 ¼ an 1 6bn 3 .
Remark 6. Instead of considering variations of closed material curves (10), it would be desirable to derive nearuniformly stretching surfaces (cf. Definition 2) from a variational principle for two-dimensional manifolds with boundary. 30 We expect, however, that such a variational problem would be significantly more difficult than the minimal surface problem (see Ref. 26 for a review) . Deriving a general algebraic condition similar to the expression for the surface normal (12) is out of reach here and hence would necessitate a purely numerical approach.
V. NUMERICAL EXTRACTION OF NEAR-UNIFORMLY STRETCHING SURFACES
The idea behind this procedure is to sample the flow domain using an indexed family of N reference planes ðP i Þ i2f1;2;…;Ng , and then assemble each elliptic LCS by computing its intersections with each reference plane P 2 fP i g. Such intersection curves x 0 (s) have tangent vectors that are normal to both n 6 d and the normal n P of P. Consequently, the intersection curves are limit cycles of the vector field
Because n 6 d are continuous families of direction fields parametrized by d, we need to scan the interval d 2 ½À2D þ D 2 ; 2D þ D 2 to find limit cycles of (13) . This procedure typically yields a large number of limit cycles in each reference plane P i . The challenge is to combine single limit cycles from each P i into a smooth tubular surface M D ðt 0 Þ. Moreover, using the Frobenius integrability theorem, one can show that a necessary condition for the existence of a smooth surface Mðt 0 Þ normal to a smooth vector field n is that the helicity H n of n vanishes for all points in the surface Mðt 0 Þ. 2 In our case, with n ¼ 6n 
FIG. 3. Elongated elliptic double cones formed by ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi k 2 ð1 þ dÞ p -stretching directions collapse onto a pair of planes for d ! 0. As long as d is small, the double cones are well approximated by two planes tangent to them, colored purple and orange here. In Proposition 1, we show that these planes define tangent spaces of surfaces that are pointwise most uniformly stretching, as described in Definition 2. We give the expression for their unit normals n 6 d in (12).
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Oettinger, Blazevski, and Haller Chaos 26, 033114 (2016) Such a helicity condition has already been considered by others 27, 29 for the visualization of surfaces approximately perpendicular to an imposed normal field.
We remark that the procedure outlined above requires computing the flow map F t t0 and hence the normals n 6 d (12) as fields over the domain of initial positions. In applications where the velocity field u (1) is given numerically (from either an experiment or a numerical simulation), the resolution of the velocity data therefore needs to be sufficiently high in both space and time.
B. Selecting closed orbits for the construction of elliptic LCSs
We now explain how to select the closed orbits of g Specifically, for a sequence of reference planes P i0; P i0þ1 ; …, in each plane P i , we need to identify a single optimal limit cycle of g 6 d;i (labeled c i ). We do this by introducing an auxiliary surface Sðt 0 Þ, and, for each plane P i , selecting c i as the closed orbit closest to the intersection curve Sðt 0 Þ \ P i .
Considering (12), we first observe that at each point x 0 2 M D ðt 0 Þ, we would need to have M D ðt 0 Þ k n 2 . Now consider that, in an initial reference plane P 1 , we have computed a curve c 1 as a closed orbit of g , advecting c 1 under the n 2 -field then yields a smooth tubular surface Sðt 0 Þ that is tangent to n 2 , just as M D ðt 0 Þ should be. We then compute intersections of Sðt 0 Þ with the remaining reference planes P i¼2,3,… In each reference plane P i , from the set of all available closed orbits of g Fig. 4 ) will generally not satisfy the helicity condition (14) , because it will not be exactly tangent to n 2 . The surface Sðt 0 Þ is, however, tangent to n 2 . In addition, locally, Sðt 0 Þ has a smooth normal field of the general form 6n 6 dðx 0 Þ (see (12) ), and therefore satisfies a helicity condition of the type (14) (see Appendix F); dðx 0 Þ 2 ½À1 þ
The above observations thus render the surface M D ðt 0 Þ as close to a surface Sðt 0 Þ that satisfies both tangency to n 2 and a helicity condition of the intended functional form (14) .
For the examples we study in Sec. VI, we find that it is not necessary to construct a full two-dimensional surface Sðt 0 Þ by advecting the entire orbit c 1 under the n 2 -field. It turns out that data points obtained from very few integral curves of n 2 , launched from arbitrary points on c 1 (cf. Fig.  4) , already lead to robust assessments of the min-distance (15) . This discretization of Sðt 0 Þ will therefore barely affect the selection of closed orbits c 2;3;… for building a nearuniformly stretching material surface M D ðt 0 Þ.
C. Summary of the extraction procedure
Here, we briefly summarize the numerical extraction procedure for elliptic LCSs, M D ðt 0 Þ (see Appendix G for details).
Part 1 (computation of closed orbits): Sample the flow domain by defining a parallel stack of reference planes P i . For each reference plane P i , compute the Cauchy-Green strain tensor C 
where we select A ¼ ffiffi ffi
For these parameter values, the ABC flow is known to contain several distinct vortical regions in the midst of a bulk of chaotic trajectories. 4 The flow domain is the three-torus T 3 or, equivalently, a cube of [0, 2p] 3 with periodic boundary conditions imposed on each face.
We sample the flow domain using a family of 100 uniformly spaced reference planes perpendicular to the z-axis, each of them given by For t 0 ¼ 0, we visualize this largest elliptic LCS M D ðt 0 Þ as the red surface in Fig. 13(a) , together with purple dots indicating a toroidal cloud of tracers placed closely around it. In comparison to the green surface M D ðtÞ in Fig. 13(b) , we see that the elliptic LCS M D ðsÞ does move under advection over [0, 40] , but keeps its coherence. The purple tracer cloud, on the other hand, starts to develop two filaments.
Comparing Fig. 13(b) to Fig. 7(b) , we see that the steady ABC flow spreads tracers outside the elliptic LCS more than Fig. 7(a) . Purple: tracers advected from the locations in Fig. 7(a) . 
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Oettinger, Blazevski, and Haller Chaos 26, 033114 (2016) the time-aperiodic version. This phenomenon arises as follows: The LCS we obtain for the steady ABC flow is the outermost structure of a large family of nested tori that are going to advect coherently. Parts of the tracer cloud placed around the LCS are already in the chaotic region and undergo large stretching. Including time-aperiodic functions in the coefficients of the ABC flow, on the other hand, lets a large number of the outermost tori disappear. Consequently, the LCS we obtain in the aperiodic case is much smaller and far away from the hyperbolic structures. In comparison to the steady case, tracers initialized along the LCS we obtain in the time-aperiodic ABC type flow thus experience less dramatic stretching over the time interval considered here. The vortices in the two ABC-type flows analyzed here have a simpler spatial structure than the ones analyzed in other works (e.g., Ref. 28) . Here, our focus is to describe a new method and provide a proof of concept in a simpler setting. Analyzing a time-aperiodic version of the time-periodic flow considered in Ref. 28 would be a worthwhile application of the approach derived here.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the construction of elliptic LCSs as uniformly stretching material surfaces from the twodimensional setting of Ref. 17 to three-dimensional unsteady flows. With this approach, we obtain near-uniformly stretching tubular material surfaces that do not filament under the flow. This is in contrast to the 3D elliptic LCS approach Fig. 13(a) . Purple: tracers advected from the locations in Fig. 13(a) . from Ref. 2, which imposes a strict point-wise maximum shear principle. For the steady ABC flow, we have shown that our elliptic LCS construction identifies invariant tori revealed also by the Poincar e map. In an aperiodically driven ABC-type flow, we have located temporally aperiodic nonfilamenting tori. The two-dimensional version 17 of the present ideas has proven effective in locating material boundaries of Agulhas rings in the South Atlantic, 17, 31 of the Great Red Spot of Jupiter, 13 and of coherent Lagrangian vortices in the wake of swimming fish. 19 Our method offers a similar tool for locating coherent material vortex boundaries in threedimensional numerical and experimental, highly resolved velocity data.
Recent work 18 has identified rotationally coherent (and not necessarily uniformly stretching) LCSs using the Lagrangian-Averaged Vorticity Deviation (LAVD). This approach, therefore, targets flows with non-vanishing vorticity. The present approach makes no such assumption and hence is of general relevance for 3D dynamical systems that are not necessarily fluid flows.
Another recent approach identifies elliptic LCSs in twoand three-dimensional flows from tubular level sets of the polar rotation angle (PRA). 9 The PRA measures the total rotation of the Cauchy-Green eigenbasis under the deformation gradient. The PRA is obtained from the polar decomposition of the deformation gradient into a rotation tensor and a right stretch tensor. The latter has the same eigenvalues and eigenvectors as the Cauchy-Green strain tensor and thus contains all the quantities needed to define the surfaces we use here (cf. Definition 2). Defining the PRA, on the other hand, requires the rotation tensor only. The PRA approach can hence be viewed as dual to the present method and is applicable beyond fluid flows as well. In contrast to extracting near-uniformly stretching surfaces, however, identifying structures from PRA level sets is not an objective (frameinvariant) method in three-dimensional flows. The present approach overcomes this limitation.
where
For any fixed c, and recalling that a, b, c are the coordinates along n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , we recognize (C1) as the equation of an ellipse with minor axis n 1 and major axis n 2 . This explicitly shows that the k-stretching directions form elliptic double cones about the n 3 -axis (Table I) . Considering small d, we have that b ) a, confirming that these cones are indeed elongated along the n 2 -axis. We therefore approximate these cones using the two planes shown in purple and orange in Fig. 14. Setting b ¼ 0 in (C1), we find that such cones satisfy c ¼ 7
and hence the two planes are perpendicular to the unit vectors n
which means that, under advection from time t 0 to time t, the angle between u, v is indeed preserved.
APPENDIX E: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Consider an arbitrary unit normal n 2 S 2 and the plane P n perpendicular to it, P n ¼ fv 2 R 3 jhv; ni ¼ 0g. We introduce an orthonormal basis ijk of R 3 such that i and j lie in P n and k: ¼ i Â j n. We parametrize directions g 2 S For both the steady and the time-aperiodic ABC-type flow analyzed here (cf. Sec. VI), the elliptic LCS traverses the entire flow domain along the z-direction, and we find closed orbits of g 6 d;i on all the reference planes P i . The extraction algorithm listed here can, however, handle the more generic case. That is, if the LCS does not span across the whole flow domain, our procedure terminates and produces a shorter LCS: By the end of part 1, for all the reference planes P i¼1,2,3,… , we have computed a collection of closed orbits of the g 6 d;i vector fields. Assume that for some index i*, no nearby closed orbit of the vector field g 6 d;i Ã in the plane P i Ã is available. This prevents us from carrying out step 3 of part 2 for i*, and hence our LCS construction procedure terminates. Overall, the method described here is computationally costly. It is therefore not suitable for running quick diagnostics, but designed to yield results at a very high level of detail. The computational cost is, however, not vastly greater than the cost of computing the FTLE field (part 1, step 2): The extra effort is mostly required by the handling of the data produced by the algorithm, rather than by the additional computational steps. , in each reference plane P i , we define a square main grid of 1000 Â 1000 points and place initial conditions with relative spacing d ¼ 10
APPENDIX H: NUMERICAL DETAILS FOR THE EXAMPLES

À5
. For searching closed orbits of g Fig. 17 . In our scans of the remaining reference planes P 2 ,…, P 100 , we find between 547 and 775 closed orbits.
